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Abstract: An example is constructed of a locally compet Tp’space which has a G&-diagonal 
but is not deveiopabte. This answers negatively the questio:rt of whethes every p-space with a 
+diagonai is developable. A perfect map is constxucte;d from &is space onto a spakce which 
does not have a G@agonaI; thus showing that a G&-diagoti need not be presegv& under a per- 
fect map. 
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Since the class of p-spaces [ 11 was introduced by Arhangel’skii, many 
studi>s have appeared which describe the properties Df p-spaces or give 
conditions for p-spaces to be developable or metriz&le. Several results 
aces with a Ci8 -diagonal have been published; in particular, a
pact p-space with a Gs -diagonal is met&able [4; I 11 and ,q 
B-refinable p-space with a G8 diagonal is developable [ IO] w It was not 
known, however, whether a p-space with a G, diag~n~ was devel~~~~~e 
X-&ch that fi,-,, St@, G,) CC X for each x E X. It is clear that any locally 
compact Tz space is a p-space. 
A sequence (G)J ;-_I of apen covers of X is said to Hera development 
for X if {St@, GJi} n”--1 is a neighborhood base at ix for each x E X. 
X is said to have a $ -ddagwza~ if the diagonal in X X X is a Gs set. A 
useful characterization f this property is given by the fc;?lowing: 
Propositim It [8j, A space X has a G, -diagonal if and only if there is a 
sequence (GR) $ J, of open covers of X such that (x} = fQl St@, G,) 
foi- each ,Y f3 X. 
A spase X is called a WA-J:pace [ 5 ] if X has a sequence {U,) ;=I of 
open covers uch that if x E X and x, E St&, El,) then {+&& has a 
cluster point in 4Y. Any developable space is a WA-space and in tf; e ex- 
ample below we show that the space is not developable by showing that 
it is not a WA-space. This leaves open the question of whether a WA-space 
with a G&diagonal is developable. 
Example 2, (a) A noradevelopable locally compact Hausdorff space with 
8 C,diagonal, and (b j a pel:fect map onto a space which does not have a 
kC& diagonal. 
(zi2). Let Z= {O,l} , WhereNdenotes the set of natural numbers. Then 
each. z E 2 can be kitten as a sequence z = (z,, r=r of elements of {O,lk 
For notational purposes, whenever k i {OJ) , we let’k’ = 1 - k. If 2 E Z 
letz’={z~)~zL andifA Z:ZletA’ = {z’ lz E A). For each n E N and esch 
ordered n-tupfe (k,, k,, . . . . k,) of elements of {O,l j define 
Z(kp k2, . . . . &) z (Z E 21 Zi = k, i = 1,2, . . . . n) . 
imal collection of countably infinite subsets of 2 satisfy- 
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ma 3. If B is an infinite subset of& there is an element A 6: A such 
AnBisinfin 
If B is an infinite subset of 2, we can find a sequence {k,)& in 
such that B n Z(k,, kz, .,., k,) is infmite for every yt Then l:lre can 
find a sequence {&z)),o=r of distinct elements of 2 such that 
Ann) E B n Z(k,, A$ . . . . k,). Let A = {a(l), a(2), . ..}. then A is countably 
infinite and if n EN, (kl, k2, . . . . k,) is the only n-tuple for which 
A n Z(k,,k,, U.., kn) is infinite. Also (k;,k& ..-, RL) is the only tz-tuple 
for which A’ n Z(k;, k;, . . . . kk) is inftite. It follows that A E A, or there 
is A, E A such that A, n A is infinite, or there is A, E A such that 
A, n A’ is infinite. In any cas he lemma irs proved since A2 n A’ infinite 
for A, E A implies that A; n is infinite and Ai E A. 
Let X = 2 U A and 7 the topology on X induced by the neighborhood 
system described as follows: 
If x E X and x E 2, then {x} is a neighborhood of x I 
If x E A, say x = A E A, then U G X is a neighborhood of A if and onI\: I 
if A E U and U contains all but a Finite number of ekments of A * 
Note that (X, T) is a locally compact Ta space. 
Now suppose that X has a sequence&{ u,) ;=I of open covers atisfying 
thla condition stated in the definition of a w -space. We may assume that 
each UE U” n=f U, is either a singleton subset of Z or that A E U G A U {A} 
for some A E A. Notice that a sequence {A,) ;=I from A has a cluster 
point in X only if it has a constant subsequence. Soif z E 2, there is some 
integer n such that St(z, U,) n A is finite. Let 
B, = {z E 21 St(z, Un) n A is finite). 
Then there is some ws such that Rm is uncountable. Now pick an infinite 
set B tiii B,,,, such that x 4 St& U,), for distinct 
there is some A E A such that B n ‘4 i: infinite. 
condition we pPaced on 113 sir ’ E UE U, forsome &a 
contain 211 but finitely many elements of ence 
ace. 
G; ‘= (($},I z E ii?}. u (U(A.Pl)i A E A) 
is an open cover of X. 
Let x,y be two distinct elements of,Z; there exists n E:N,and two dis- 
tin&z-tuples (kt, kz, ..,, k,) and (qr, q2, . . . . 4;) such th$ 
x E Z(kr,k,, .*., k,) and y ‘E Z(q,, qi, . . . . q,,). Then y $ Z(k,, k2, . . . . k,) 
and x.$%(qr, q2, . . . . Q. We may’assume Z(ki, . . . . k,) = Zk and 
z(crl, l *-3 qJ = Z, with & > k. S.upposeA ~1 A such that x,y E A. Then 
either A n 2’4s finite or A (I ‘Zm is r-mite. Hence either x 4 U(&z) or 
y $ U@i,m). It follows that y’,$ St(k, GM). If A E A such that x E A, there 
is some n such that x e U(A, n); so A 4 St(x, G,). Hc:nce Q,, St&, G,) = 
(lp) foranyxG?Z.IfxE A,sayx=A, then 
n;zl St(A, G,) - n;,, U(A,nl =(A). 
It f&lows that X has a C&-di~gonaL 
(b1). Now let Y be the quotient space obtained from X by identifying 
the point A with A’ for each A E A. If f is the corresponding quotient 
map then 3 is perfect (f is closed since A is a. dosed discrete subset of X; 
and point inverses are finite).. ‘IO simplify the notation, we considerflz) 
=zforzE.Z. 
IfA,A’ E A, list the elements of A and A’ in some corresponding way 
such as 
A = (dl M~LaW, l -o 1, 
A” = (a( 1): a(2)‘,a(3)‘, . ..I. 
V(A..n) = (/1) u b(n),a(n+ 1 I, . ..). 
V(Aln) = b’) U (a(n)‘,a(n+ 1)’ . ..). 
Then {V(_4,n))~xl and (V(A’,n)),“=l are neighborhood bases at A and A’, 
respectively. et B(A,n) = B(A:n) = f( V(,d ,n) U V(Ain)); then @(A,n# :=I 
orhood base at the point f(A) in Y.. 
u, = (id f (2) E G,) u (V(A,m)l B(A,m) E G, }. 
Notice that for a given A E A, m E IV, we have V(A’,m) E U, 
if V(A#m) E u,. No here is s8me 5 E 
a;y n E N; for othe se we could mod 
tain a deveispment for X. If z Z such that St(z,&j + (z} fcx any 
n E N, there is some A, E A a m, E 2\f such that z E V(&,m,] E U, 
for each n E N. But then z’ E V(Ak,m,) E U, and z,zr E R(A,,m,) E G, 
for each n t N. Hence z’ E r3” ).3f St(z, G,) and Y does not have a 
G,-diagonal. 
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